




Preface

Some time ago, the Institute for Jewish Policy
Research published a report entitled Cuhural
Polhiu and European Jewry ('W'aterman 1999). That
report formed the basis of discussion at a seminar
in Paris in February 1999, entitled'Jewish Culture
for the Twenty-first Century', convened jointly by
JPR and the Alliance Isra6lite Universelle. That
meeting provided a stimulus for the creation of
both the European Association for Jewish Culture
in 2001 and the project presented here on
'mapping' the extent of the Jewish cultural
renaissance in Europe.

To study the Jewish cultural revival across the whole
of Europe would have been a massive undertaking.
\7e decided to concentrate on just four diverse
countries, each with a relatively small Jewish
population. And, although the report presents
quantitative data on the results of the exercise, the
lessons learned in the process of conducting the
research are as important as the findings
themselves. The challenges thrown up in the course
of developing this project, such as how to collect,
collate, classify and present data on a 'cultural
product', and on the typologies created, should
make any future efforts at mapping the nature and
extent ofJewish culture easier.

During the first year of this project, Dina
Berenstein made the initial contacts with the
correspondents, and under the supervision of the
then Director of Research at JPR, Dr Jacqueline
Goldberg, collected and classified the data and set
up the database ofJewish cultural events in Italy,
Poland, Sweden and Belgium. Dina also sketched
out the first draft of the report. On Dina's
departure in the latter part of 2001, Rebecca
Schischa replaced her and it was she who authored
the final report.

\7e are grateful to the four country correspondents
who worked on the projecc Laura Mincer in Italy, the
late \(lodzimierz Susid in Poland, Miriam Andersson
in Sweden and MichEle Baczynsky in Belgium. \We

are also grateful to Julia Rapp and Mathilde
Jakobsen who worked on the culture database.

\7e are indebted to Professor Jonathan \7ebber, who
acted as academic adviser, and Ruth Ellen Gruber,
who provided insightful comments on an earlier
draft. 1We are also greatly indebted to Mr Frank
Green and The Rich Foundation for their support of
this project. Frank Greent enthusiasm and constant
involvement in this undertaking has ensured the
successful conclusion of the task we set ourselves.

Stanley \Taterman
Director of Raearch, JPR
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This project takes the pulse of a perceptible Jewish
cultural revival in Europe and sets out to unravel its
scope and substance. Though a'Jewish renaissance'
in Europe has become something of a catchphrase,
what are the facts and figures to support it? This
pilot project was born out of an awareness that very
little has been done so far to document or map this
'rery contemporary Jewish phenomenon.

There is little doubt that a Jewish cultural and
artistic scene has flourished over the past decade in
Europe. Klezmer music,r once thought to have died
out with the shtetl, has experienced a highly
successful revival. Jewish cultural festivals-many
inaugurated during the 1990s-are establishing
themselves as annual fixtures in towns and cities
across Europe, and new Jewish films, plays and art
exhibitions are showcased in film festivals, in
theatres and in galleries and museums across the
continent. This report aims to categorize and
quantify the breadth of this phenomenon in four
selected European gelrnllis5-Poland, Sweden, Italy
and Belgium-as a preliminary mapping exercise.

In introducing a project concerned with the
mapping and classification of Jewish cultural
products, it is important to define'Jewish culture'
more closely. The term'culture' is a complex one
that eludes a cohesive definition. The cultural critic
Raymond \Tilliams offers three general categories
of use of the word'culture':

. a general intellectual, spiritual and aesthetic
development;

. a general or specific indication of a particular way
of life, whether of a period, people or group;

. the works and practices of intellectual and
especially artistic activity.z

1 The word 'klezmer', from the original Yiddish, is commonly
used to denote professional Eastern European Jewish dance
musicians ot more recently, musicians who identify themselves
with that tradition. The term combines two Hebrew words:
kb, rneaningvessel or instrument, and, zemer, meaning song. In
recent years, 'klezmer music' has become the term used to
describe the music klezmorim (the plural) perform. Hankus
Netsky, 'An overview of klezmer mrsic and its development in
theUS',Judaism,vol.47, no. 1, 1998, 5-12. This winter
1998 issue of the quarterly lournd,Judaism contains eight
interesting articles on the klezmer phenomenon; see, in
particular, Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett's'Sounds of
sensibility , 49-77.

2 Raymond\fi lliarns, Keywords (London: Fontana 197 6), 80.

It is this third definition that will be employed in
the discussion of 'culture' in this report. In other
words, we define 'culture' as the artistic or creative
products of music, theatre, film, dance, visual art
and, to a lesser extent, the media.

Defining'Jewish culture' for the purposes of this
project, in the light of this general definition, thus
becomes more straightforward. Notionally, the
term 'Jewish culture' incorporates religion,
language, history and knowledge. It can also denote
a form of Jewish consciousness or a general Jewish
way of life.3 However, this paper does not set out to
examine such broad concepts as trends in Jewish
sociery or general Jewish intellectual development
in contemporary Europe. Rather, it is the Jewish
culturd. products created in each of the four test
ssun11is5-Poland, Sweden, Belgium and Italy-
that will provide its focus.a

Much of contemporaryJewish culture in Europe is
shaped by outside influences, by an engagement of
non-Jewish writers, performers and musicians with
Jewish cultural themes and often in response to the
increasingly widespread interest of predominantly
non-Jewish audiences. Ruth Ellen Gruber
colourfully delineates this virtually Jewish cultural
phenomenon, this very contemporary non-Jewish
fascination with Jewish culture, in her book
Virtua lly Jewis h : Reina enting Jewis h Cu hure in
Europe.5 She highlights a range of (sometimes
conflicting) motivations behind the phenomenon,
such as the process taking place in several European
countries, primarily Germany, of Wrgangenh eitsuers-

arbeitung ('working through the past'). This is the
long process, taking place in European states, of
psychologically revisiting and confronting the truth
about their histories during the Nazi period and the
decimation of local Jewish communities. As a

3 For a discussion of the issues involved in definingJewish
culture, see Jonathan'Webbet 'Notes towards the definition of
"Jewish culture" in contemporary Europe', paper delivered at
the conference 'Jewish Identities in the Post'Communist Erd,
European Institute, Budapest, July 200 1 (papers from this
conference will be published in a forthcoming book).

4 The decisions reached as to what is signified by the Jewisb
nature ofa cultural product will be discussed in detail in the
methodologicd discussion in Chapter 2.

1 Ruth Ellen Gruber, Virtually Jewish: ReinuentingJeruish Cubure
in Europe (Los Angeles and London: Universiry of California
Press 2002).



gesture of atonement to the Jews in the light of the
horrible truths that have emerged, and to enable a
reconnection with their lost Jewish communities,
Europeans have begun embracing all forms of both
universalized and localized Jewish culture, history
and memory in their respective countries.

Reclaiming Jewish culture is more than just
uncovering a forgotten Jewish past. It is also
perceived as a way of reclaiming a lost part of
national identities. Across Europe, the national
importance of the restoration of lost Jewish cultural
life is increasingly acknowledged as people come to
realize the significant influence that Jewish
communities have exerted on European history, in
both local and national spheres. Moreover, this
importance has been given official European Union
recognition: the 7987 resolution of the
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
recognized 'the very considerable and distinctive
contribution that Jews and the tradition of Judaism
have made to the historical development of Europe
in the cultural and other fields'.6

The recent growth ofJewish culrure parallels, and is
an integral part of, a wider growth in the popularity
of world cultures. This increased appreciation of
minority cultures may well be stimulated by the
emergence of multicultural societies in Europe.
Ethnic minoriry cultures are no longer solely
inward-orientated and now appeal to a wide
external audience as well. In other words, the
growth of general interest in ethnic culture is in no
way restricted to the Jewish community alone; on
the contrary, customs and cultures of all
communities perceived as 'other' have become
objects of fascination for people across Europe and
the western world. For example, not only klezmer,
but world music in general, has flourished during
the last decade, as the upsurge in the populariry of
Latin, rai or reggae music shows.

Local Jewish communities are often involved in
many of the Jewish culturd initiatives that take
place across Europe, but sometimes play no part at
all.7 Indeed local Jewish communities may
sometimes feel removed from the'Jewish-style'

6 lbid., 5.

7 Indeed, as Gruber observes, the sheer volume of Jewish
cultural events in some European countries means that skewed
perceptions about the numbers of Jews living there may exist;
people think there are still huge Jewish communities in places

where most Jews were annihilated in the Holocaust.

cultural events, restaurants and other venues
mushrooming in old Jewish quarters in towns
across Europe, as well as from the romanticized
images of Jews and shtetllife presented in European
museums. These phenomena provoke ongoing
debates about the nature of 'authentic' Jewish
culture and about the legitimacy of the non-Jewish
artistic participation in the creation of new Jewish
cultural products. At times kitschy and
commercialized, these aspects ofJewish culture
across contemporary Europe feed on overtly
stereotypical, or otherwise mythologized,
representations of 'the Je#. As a result, local Jewish
communities may keep their distance from such
activities, questioning the authenticity of such
representations of Jewish culture.

For Jewish participants, Jewish cultural events
facilitate the expression and strengthening ofJewish
identiry and also provide a form of recreation. They
provide a means of communicating-and creating-
aspects ofJewish cultural, social and communal life
as well as Jewish history. For Jews now living in other
countries, whose parents or grandparents left Europe
and then drifted away from Judaism, the emerging

Jewish culture is becoming an important space in
which they can seek out and revisit the Jewish
traditions that their forebears abandoned or that
were lost in the dissolution ofJewish communal life
during and after the Holocaust. Furthermore, the
general decline in religiosiry in European Jewish
communities is part of a more widespread decline in
religious belief; and their integration, or assimilation,
into the general population may be encouraging an
interest in and need to explore cultural aspects of
Jewish life as an'authentic' alternative to religious
practice. And official Jewish bodies are recognizing
the importance ofJewish culture in shaping this 'new

Jewishness' as the expression of a newJewish identity:
'Being Jewish today means, most of all, the
identification with Jewish culture. Jewish culture
has replaced the synagogue, Israel, and philanthropy
as to become the major Jewish concern. This . . . is
a major shift in Jewish identity.'8

A strong sense ofJewish cultural identity exists among
many Jews whose religious affiliation may be
minimal or non-existent. The American sociologist
Herbert J. Gans has called this phenomenon Jewish
'symbolic religiosity, a term that denotes a 'residual,

8 Richard Siegel, executive director of the American National
Foundation for Jewish Culture, May 1999, cited in 'Webber.



minimalist Jewish observance on the one hand, and
the quasi-mystical, mythological and essentialist
view of Jewish peoplehood on the other'.e The
decline in the potency of the message of Zionism
may also have led people to search for other forms
ofJewish expression. The market or audience for
Jewish cultural events may therefore be wider and
greater than ever before in the Jewish, as well as the
non-Jewish, world.

The revival ofJewish culture is not without
complications. For example, over the centuries,
Jewish culture has been dominated by the word,
both in its written and oral forms. This dependence
on the literary, whether expressed in Hebrew,
Yiddish, Ladino or any of the other Jewish
languages, has proved challenging at a time when
Jews are increasingly dispersed throughout nadon-
states that use different languages, and when Jews-at
least those in the diaspora-are increasingly
ignorant of traditional Jewish languages. As a
consequence, alternatives to the spoken and written
word have been sought, including music and
painting, which both overcome linguistic
boundaries, and film, which succeeds in fusing the
verbal with the visual. The new artistic media thus
incorporate modes of communication in which the
emphasis on the word is less dominant.l0

This pilot project, then, is essendally a feasibiliry
study into the ways in which contemporary Jewish
cultural production in Europe can be mapped and

Herbert J. Gans, 'Symbolic ethnicity and symbolic
religiosity: towards a comparison of ethnic and religious
acculturation', Ethnic and Racial Studies, vol. 77, no. 4, 1994,
577-92.
Richard Cohen describes how this development was already,
to some extent, underway in the nineteenth century. He
overturns the stereotype ofJews as people ofthe text,

recorded systematically. Such a comprehensive
mapping exercise of the Jewish cultural landscape is
unprecedented both in terms of content and
methodology. At this stage, it is not intended to
provide a complete picture of the whole of the
European Jewish culturd world. This lies beyond
the scope of its research parameters. The primary
aim has been to construct and test a working
methodology-a mapping model-for the
collection, recording and classification of data on
Jewish culture throughout Europe. This model was
employed in the four selected, diverse rest countries
for a twelve-month period berween May 2000 and
April2001. If successful in these four countries, it
is envisaged that this pilot study will generate wider
investigations into contemporary Jewish culture in
Europe, and that the model will function as a
prototype for future research.

\7ith this pilot study, we also intend to raise
awareness of the current state of play of the Jewish
cultural sector in each of these countries.'We aim to
identify patterns and trends emerging in the
thematic contenr and artistic form ofJewish
cultural productions.lVe also identify types of
audiences and participants, as well as organizations
and individuals involved in the management and
funding ofJewish cultural activities. These findings
may then act as a caralyst for the further study of
Jewish cultural activiry and production across
Europe, as well as for the establishment of new
forms of funding for Jewish culrure.

unconcerned with the visual, and shows that the end ofthe
nineteenth century heralded an era in which the study and
collecting of Jewish art became a popular pursuit, and in
which Jews entered into the art world as painters, collectors
and dealers; Richard L Cohen, Jeuish lcons: Art and Society in
Modern Europe (Los Angeles and London: University of
California Press 1998).

l0
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Selection of the four test countries
Italy, Poland, Belgium and Sweden were the
countries selected for this mapping exercise. A
major factor in the decision to map the production
of Jewish culture in these particular countries was

that the Jewish community in each of them is
relatively small in size, and consequently relatively
easy to survey. The Jewish population of Italy
stands at29,600, Poland 3,500,rr Belgium 31/00
and Sweden 15,000. Comparing these figures with
those for the Jewish communiry in France (over
500,000) or the United Kingdom (just under
300,000) demonstrates why, for the purposes of a
feasibiliry study, these four Jewish communities
were preferred.12

These countries cover a wide geographical range,
incorporating northern, southern, eastern and
western Europe. They also represent a varied cross-
section of European societies, with contrasting
Jewish histories, traditions and national cultures.
This diversity produces a useful sample for this
study. Different languages are spoken in each of the
four countries and they encompass areas in which
'indigenous' Jewish languages such as Yiddish,
Ladino and Judaeo-Roman have had a strong
presence. An additional, important aspect taken
into account when selecting the countries was the
differing Holocaust experiences of each national

Jewish population. These experiences directly
influence and inform the state of play ofJewish
culture in the post-war era, and remain influential
to this day.

Italy deserves special attention in this pilot study as

Europe's oldest Jewish communiry with an

11 Out of all the national Jewish population sizes, Polandt, in
particular, is frequently disputed. Certainly, given the sizeable
group who claim a connection to Jewish ancestry-if we were
to take the widest possible definition of who is a Jew'-the
figure would be higher than the population size cited here.
However, for the purposes of consistency, we are relying on
the same source for each national Jewish population
throughout this report.

12 Population figures taken from Sergio DellaPergola, Uzi
Rebhun and Mark Tolts, 'Prospecting the Jewish future:
population projections, 2000-2080', in David Singer and
Lawrence Grossman (eds), American Jeuish Year Book 2000
(New York American Jewish Committee 2000), based on
research at the Division ofJewish Demography and Statistics,
Avraham Harman Institute of Contemporary Jewry and the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem.

uninterrupted Jewish presence for over two
millennia. Indeed, the Italian Jewish community
has become so deeply established in Italy that, over
the centuries, it has developed a form ofprayer and
a tradition distinct from both the Ashkenazi and
Sephardi traditions. This unique tradition means
that Italian Jews often describe themselves as

'Italkirn, rather than either Sephardi or Ashkenazi.
Italy still has many established Jewish communities
spread across the country. During the Second
\(orld -War, Italian Jews were initially excluded
from public life, but this persecution did not lead
to extermination until the Nazi occupation in 1943
when the authorities began hunting down and
deporting Jews. In the eighteen months of German
occupation, some 8,000 of the roughly 57,000
Italian Jews-a figure that included approximately
10,000 recent refugees to Italy who had fled from
other parts of Europe before th6 w21-vrs1s
deported to Auschwitz, where the vast majority was
murdered. In the post-war era, Italy has officially
recognized this loss and, in more recent years,

Jewish cultural events have gained huge populariry
in mainstream Italian society.

For centuries, Poland was regarded as the epicentre
ofJewish cultural life in Europe. It is estimated
that, before 1939, the Jews in Poland consdruted
approximately 10 per cent of the total population.
During the Holocaust, Poland suffered the greatest
blow to its Jewish-as well as its non-Jewish-
population. By 1945 an estimated 3 million Polish

Jews had been killed. For a long time after the
Second \7orld'War, when the country came under
Communist control, Poland was regarded as a

country in which the Jewish community had all but
vanished. The situation for the remaining fragile

Jewish communiry degenerated with the
suppression of religion under Communism,
culminating in 1968, when most Jews and others of
Jewish origin elected to leave Poland in the face of a
virulent anti-Jewish campaign conducted by the
Communist goyernment. However, in post-
Communist Poland, and in the last decade in
particular, Poland has experienced a remarkable
revival ofJewish life and cultural acdvity, despite
the fact that only a tiny Jewish communicy of no
more than an estimated 3,500 remains. This
development ofJewish cultural production in
Poland-despite the small numbers-is what
makes the Polish case unique.



The strong non-religious identity of Swedish Jewry
and its decision to recreate itselfas a national
minority makes Sweden an interesting case study.
The Swedish Jewish communiry is now officially
recognized as a national minoriry with Yiddish as

its minority language. Sweden remained neutral,
and therefore unoccupied, throughout the Second
\7orld \Var. Consequintly, the Swedish Jewish
communiry suffered no losses and Sweden also
became a safe haven for Danish and Norwegian
Jews. In 1945 Sweden also granted asylum to many
Jews freed from German concentration camps in
the collapsing Third Reich.

Finally, Belgium was chosen because of its
religiously and linguistically diverse Jewish
community, linguistic diversiry being a notable
feature of Belgian society as a whole. Belgian Jewry
suffered great losses during the Holocaust. The
Nazis occupied Belgium in 1940 and as many as

26,000 Belgian Jews-half the Belgian Jewish
population of the time-perished in concentration
camps before the end of the war. In the post-war
era, the Belgian Jewish community ranges from the
large strictly Orthodox community in Antwerp, to
the more secular Jewish communiry in Brussels, the
latter being far more involved in Jewish cultural
production.

Appendix 1 provides more detailed information
about the four counrries chosen and the four
national Jewish communities.

Glassification of cultural products
After early discussions about how to define the
term 'culture', the overriding need to establish
exactly how we would functionally define and
categorize 'cultural products', as well as specifically
'Jewish cultural products, remained.

Precedents
This question of classifying cultural production is
not just an issue in the Jewish sphere but is an
ongoing concern for federal bodies working in the
field of culture across Europe. In a 2000 study
endtled Cultural Statistics in the E(J, aiming to
assess the extent ofcultural production across the
European Union, the task force recognized the need
for a formal structure for classifying cultural
products. The stated aim of the study was to 'define
a common core of activity fields unanimously
considered to be cultural' by all msrn[s1-s1x1ss-
and to create aharmonized system of classification
once a consensus had been reached-in order to

replace the existing diversity of conflicting national
definitions of culture and the national systems of
recording cultural statistics to which each member-
state adhered.13 A relatively reliable set of
comparative statistics could then be compiled on
the level of cultural production generated within
each country. The eight categories of cultural
products ultimately selected by the task force for
classifying cultural production throughout the EU
are shown in Thble 1 overleaf.

Bearing in mind this existing classification, we rhen
customized our own system. Pragmatic or, at times,
subjective decisions made about the nature of the
different cultural evenrs or products that surfaced
in the course of the yearJong data collection period
also played a significant role in the crearion of this
database and in dealing with anomalous entries.

\X/hile most cukural products did slot into the
main categories devised, there were several
anomalies that resisted classification. The very
nature of a classification system is fraught with
imperfections. There are always grey areas, products
that do not conform ro the sysrem: products that
do not fit neatly into any one category, and seem to
belong simultaneously in several different
categories. Decisions had to be taken about how to
classify'problematic' items, such as specific cultural
events that were part of an ongoing series, or about
what constitutes a'cultural festival', given that the
term 'fesdval' is used loosely and in many different
cultural contexts. Moreover, what was to be done
with the labelling and categorizing of festivals
within a system of classification, when festivals
generally extend across multiple categories within
that system? And how should we deal, for example,
with a lecture about music that also involves a live
musical performance? Is this a performing arts
event or an educational event? tVhat about a book
launch that takes place as part of a festival: should
it be counted under the publications section or
listed as a festival component, under a separate
festivals section?

In the end, we decided to classify cultural
productions according to seven main art types.
Anomalies were treated on a case-by-case basis and
we attempted to ensure that we dealt with them
consistently. Festivals were to be counted as a

13 European Commission, Cultural Statistics in the EU: Final
Report ofthe LEG (Luxembourg: Eurostat 2000),24.



EU classification of cultural

Arts categories

Cultural heritage Activities for the protection of monuments
Museum activities
Archaeological activities
Other heritage+elated activities
Event organizing and awareness+aising (inc. amateur training)
Educational activities

General and specialised archives activities
Event organising and awareness+aising (inc. amateur training)
Educational activities

Conservation and reading libraries
Event organising and awareness+aising (inc. amateur training)
Educational activities

Creation of literary works (activities of authors)
Drafting of articles for newspapers and periodicals (activities of iournalists)
Book production
Newspaper and periodical production
Activities of press agencies
Activities of literary agents
Organisation of boo(reading festivals and fairs
Events organising and awareness-raising (inc. amateurtraining)
Trade/sales in books
Trade/sales in press publications
Educational activities

Restoration
Creation of visual works
Production of visual works (publication of printed reproductions, production of
casts)
Exhibitions of visual works
Organisation of festivals
Event organising and awareness+aising {inc. amateur training)
Trade/sales in visual works (art galleries)
Trade/sales in reproductions and casts
Educational activities

Architectural creation (activities of firms of architects)
Educational activities

Creation of musical, choreographic, operatic, theatrical works
Production of live entertainment
Activities of orchestras, companies (dance, theatre, etc.)
Services relating to the production of live entertainment (inc. artistic agents)
Dissemination activities of concert halls, dance theatres, drama theatres, etc
Organisation of festivals (dance, music, theatre, etc.)
Event organising and awareness+aising (inc. amateur training)
Educational activities

Audio and audio-visuaUmulti media Creation of cinematographic works and audio-visual {nonrcinema) works
Creation of multimedia works
Production of films for the cinema
Production of films (noncinema)
Production of radio programmes
Production of television programmes
Production of sound and audio-visual recordings
Production of multimedia works
Film distribution
Cinema management
Organisation of festivals
Radio broadcasting
Television broadcasting
Trade/sales in sound and audio-visual recordings
Trade/sales in multimedia works
Educational activities

Source: European Commission, Cultunl Statistics in the EU, 27-8



Arts type D iscip lin e

Performing arts Music, theatre, dance, storytelling

Visual arts Film, photography, fine art, exhibitions

Media TV radio, CD-Rom, CD

Publications Fiction, nonJiction, periodical

Literary events Book-promotion, lecture

Educational events Lecture, workshop, course, conference

Festivals Music, film, book, multidisciplinary

Table 2: The categories and disciplines constituting Jewish cultural productions

separate category. The seven arts categories were
then subdivided by discipline (e.g. the category of
performing art includes the disciplines of music,
theatre and dance), and the whole sysrem was
recorded in a comprehensive database that would
allow for the optimum level of comparison and
quandfication of entries. Table2 above shows the
classification system that was established.

Exclusions
Our definition of 'cultural products' is nor as wide
as that of the European Union model. As a result,
in comparison with that model, there are some
differences as well as some intended omissions in
the categories devised.'We realized that if we were
to take Jewish culture' in its broadest sense, it

could be an umbrella term for all types ofJewish-
related activities, including, for example, sporting
activities, Jewish learning programmes and religious
activities. However, we have not adopted this all-
encompassing definition ofJewish culture and are
defining'Jewish cukure' inits secular form (i.e.

Jewish arts and cultural activities as opposed to
Jewish religious activities). In any case, it would
certainly be an impossible task to cover all such
manifestations ofJewish cultural life in this rype of
feasibiliry study. \We have purposely limited data
collection to events or products that are specifically
cultural or artistic, as defined in Thble 2. Any other
cultural product was excluded from the research
findings. The principal categories excluded are
presented in Thble 3.

able 3: Excluded

Excluded categories Exceptions lhal were included in the data

Commemorations (including unveiling of plaques), e.g. Holocaust Memorial
Day or Yom Ha'atzmaut (lsrael lndependence Day) celebrations

Heritage tours, e.g. visits to cemeteries, synagogues or concentration camps Heritage-oriented festivals

Architecture

Sporting events

Kosher/Jewish food events, cooking or restaurants or caf6s Cookery books (as publications); kosher/Jewish
cookery workshops if part of a cultural festival

Language courses (Hebrew Yiddish etc.)14

University activities/lectures on Jewish subjects or similar fieldsl5

Permanent exhibitions or collections held by museums Permanent exhibitions (re)opened within the
project's time frame, as they indicate new areas oj
Jewish cultural activity

14 It is important to point out that, although language courses lie
beyond the remit of this project, we are aware that the recent
development, promotion and populariry of Yiddish (and
indeed Ladino) are important indicators of the Jewish cultural
revival in Europe. Other cultural events that promote these
languages, such as Yiddish plays or recitals/performances of
Yiddish song, are ofcourse included in the study.

15 \7e decided that, although the increasing presence ofJewish
studies courses and departments in universities across Europe
is significant, tracking ongoing programmes ofJewish studies
degree courses lay beyond the scope ofthe present study.
However, if a Jewish cultura-l festival, or other one-off Jewish
cultural events, ran in association with Jewish studies
departments of local universiries, they were included.



\(e should note however, that any specific concert,
exhibition or other form of cultural production, as

defined in Thble 2, that took place in relation to
any of these excluded categories, was included in
the inventory. For example, although heritage tours
to sites of Jewish interest were not recorded, specific
exhibits or other events that related to these sites

were collected.

Def ining the Jewish nature of
cultural products
As the project set out to map the production of
Jewish culture in each of the four countries that
constitute its focus, there were important issues to
confront in the decision-making process concerning
the question of how to define the actualJewish
element of a cultural eyent or production.

Th e Jewis h/n o n -Jewis h co n u n dru m
Vhile many Jewish events take place in exclusively

Jewish venues or are created by Jewish artists and
play to audiences that are mostly Jewish, the
increasing non-Jewish interest and participation in
the creation ofJewish cultural events and products
were important to bear in mind in the process of
formuladng definitions. Furthermore, many events
take place in mainstream venues, outside the formal
structures ofJewish communities, and are attended
by mainstream, non-Jewish audiences. Is the
definition of 'Jewish culture disrupted by this
significant non-Jewish presence in its creation and
consumption? Does a Jewish cultural event still
qualify as such if it has not been created, organized
or attended by Jews?

Conversely, the presence ofJewish artists, organizers
and funders is not always a reliable gauge of the
essential'Jewishness' of an event or product. Jewish
artists, organizers and funders are not onfu involved
in events that have a distinctly Jewish theme.
Likewise, fundraising events might be held for a

Jewish cause without any perceptible Jewish thematic
component or repertoire. Actors or other celebrities
from mainstream society may constitute the line-up
for such events. Similarly, a recognizably Jewish
venue is no guarantee of a Jewish theme for a specific
event. For that matter, a non-Jewish venue is not
necessarily an appropriate marker of a product's lack
ofJewishness. Jewish community centres or other

Jewish institutions occasionally host performances
devoted to themes that are not specifically Jewish,
and mainstream venues are increasingly used for a
variety of ethnic minoriry cultural events.

Defining Jewish cultural products solely as those
created by Jewish artists therefore seemed limiting
and somewhat imprecise. Defining exactly who is
or is not a Jewish artist is also a complex issue.

Moreover, however we chose to define Jewish
artists, many may well deal with non-Jewish themes
in addition to, or instead of, Jewish ones. Some
might clearly identi$' themselves and their art as

Jewish whereas others may prefer to avoid such
'ethnic categorization of their work.

Furthermore, Jewish culture is a hybrid culture,
assimilating local cultural traditions. Diaspora

Jewish culture has always fed off its natural cultural
surroundings and has gained from these diverse
influences. Indeed, o'rer the centuries there has been
an ongoing non-Jewish influence on, and
participation in, Jewish cultural production. The
early klezmer musicians in Eastern Europe, for
example, took their inspiration not only from
Jewish musical traditions, but also from the music
of Roma and other non-Jewish musical forms.

Bearing this in mind, we decided that the
definitional thrust of categorizing Jewish culture
should be thematic. The essence of any cultural
product is what it conveys, or what it is about.The
Jewishness of those who establish, organize or fund
an event, or of the venue at which it is presented,
are of secondary importance. The common
denominator for all the records in the inventory is

the presence of a Jewish theme in the product. fu
an additional bonus, mapping Jewish events that
take place outside formal Jewish structures is also a
useful tool for ascertaining the popularity of
Jewish-related issues within the wider society.

However, this does not mean that Jewish cultural
and artistic productions cannot be defined and
described in several different ways. Labelling
cultural products as 'Jewish may just be one option
among many, and does not necessarily fully
characterize that product. Jewish art and culture are
not necessarrly onlyJewish, and may express many
universal values, such as experiences ofexile and
immigration, the search for identiry loss and
spiritualiry. These are all experiences shared with
other religious, ethnic or minority groups.

Culture v. Torah
Given the way we have chosen to define 'Jewish

culture' and Jewish cultural products, this project is

essentially an examination of ethni c or secular



Jewish culture.16-We did not intend to chart the
revival of religious Jewish life in Europe. Therefore,
we chose to exclude activities and events with a

specifically religious purpose. These include
religious services, study sessions or any other
religious activities, e.g. Hanukkah celebrations,
Purim parties, Thlmud and Torah study Sunday
schools etc. \While this type of activiry paints a
picture ofJewish communal or religious life, it does
not lie within the projectt parameters.

That is not to say, however, that the thematic
content ofJewish cultural events or products may
not make implicit or explicit allusions to Jewish
religious practices, Torah concepts or Jewish
mysticism or spiritualiry. Religious symbols and
icons are often referred to, subverted or embodied
in Jewish artistic or cultural productions. Likewise,
organizers of Jewish cultural festivals may adopt
Jewish religious festivals, e.g. Passover, or rituals as

unifying festival themes, and lectures on Jewish
rituals and spiritualiry often take place as part of
Jewish cultural festivals or as stand-alones. Indeed,
it would be impossible to imagine a form ofJewish
culture existing or thriving that was devoid of any
reference to Jewish religious traditions.

As Jews are becoming increasingly secularized,

Jewish arts and culture seem to be gaining
prominence in shaping contemporary Jewish
identity and seem to offbr a viable Jewish alternative
to a traditional Orthodox lifestyle. As Jonathan
\Tebber writes: 'It may be . . . sociologically
speaking, that feelings of Jewish belorigingness are
less and less determined today by religious
criteria.' 17 Conversely, for strongly committed
Orthodox Jews with an integrated Jewish religious
framework in their lives, participation in Jewish
cultural life-as defined here-may well be less

important than it is for Jews who live outside such
a religious framework. Moreover, we can argue thar
tensions necessarily exist between the strictly
Orthodox notion of Torah observance as the raison
d'?ne of Jewish existence and the conception of an

16 The term'secular' must be treated wirh some degree of
caution. First, as noted, Jewish culture is often infused with
spiritual traditions. Furthermore, there are, and always have
been, Orthodox Jewish artists and musicians who will not
necessarily perceive the art or music they creare as secular;
indeed, they may perceive it as an expression of Jewish
spiriuality. The term 'secular' in this context is really used as a

pragmatic term to describe Jewish cultural products that are
distinct from religious/Orthodox Jewish practices.

17 Webber, B.

ethnic Jewish culture that exists independently of
the Torah. As such, and because of the exclusion of
eyents with specifically religious purposes,
Orthodox Jews are therefore less obviously
represented in this survey.

Other grey areas
Products that concern racism, xenophobia and
extreme right-wing ideologies have not been
included unless they also have a specifically Jewish
element. Such productions deal with socio-political
issues that are relevant to Jews but, in terms of the
project definition, they do not in themselves
constitute Jewish cultural productions.

Likewise, events and debates on the contemporary
situation in Israel and the Middle East (including
its historical background) are excluded. Most
Jewish communities follow the developments in
Israel and engage in Israel-related activities ro some
extent. However, these are not seen as cultural
productions or as indicative ofJewish cultural life
as such, but rather as an indication of a
communityt relationship to Israel.

Equally, although there is often an auromatic
association, in the public mind, of 'Israeli'with
'Jewish', productions of Israeli origin or by Israeli
artists have not been automatically included, unless
they fit our criteria for Jewish cultural products.
Productions by Israeli artists or performers do not
necessarily always have a Jewish theme. For
example, a concert of the Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra with music by Beethoven and Brahms
has not been included. On the other hand,
performances by contemporary Israeli klezmer
musicians lt au e b een included.

Initially, the project ser out intending to include
Jewish educational events only within the realm of
arts and culture. However, there were differences in
interpretation of this among the correspondents who
were commissioned to collect the data in each of the
four sample countries (see the section on 'Data
collection methodology' below). The nature of
'Jewish cultural themes' seems ro have been
understood in a broader sense by the Polish
correspondent, relating principally to Jewish
tradition and historical themes. Therefore, many
European educational events of a socio-historical-
political nature (such as minoriry relations, local

Jewish life or general Jewish history), rather than of a
directly artistic or cultural nature (defined as relating



to Jewish theatre, music, fine art etc.), were
recorded for Poland. These activities were deemed
important enough to include in the dataset but this
consequently resulted in a somewhat uneyen spread
in the gathering of data for educational events since
the Belgian, Italian and Swedish correspondents did
not submit reports on non-arts or culture-based
educational events. This disparity indicated
differences in the level of understanding of the data
collection guidelines that were created for the
project.

Data collection methodology: an
evaluation of mapping methods
As this project was exploratory in nature, its
parameters and its focus evolved organically over
the course of the research. For this reason, it is
important to provide this account and to evaluate
the methods used, as well as describing and
analysing the actual cultural statistics gathered.l8

The basis for the analysis is a comprehensive
inventory or database. It comprises information on

Jewish cultural events and productions gathered
between 1 May 2000 and 30 April 2001.
Correspondents were employed in each country
and information transmitted by these

correspondents formed the primary source of data
for the project. These individuals reported on

Jewish cultural events in their respective countries on
a regular basis. This data gathering was supplemented
by in-house research at the Institute for Jewish
Policy Research, using the Internet, national Jewish
magazines and contacts with other institutions or
individuals in the field. The inventory currently
consists of over 450 individual events, and another
280 that were component parts of festivals.

Co u n try-based co rresp o n de n ts
Each of the country-based correspondents was
fluent in local languages. The recruitment of
correspondents with extensive local knowledge and
networks was the key to the success of the project
because desk- and Internet-based research in
London can only generate a very limited amount of
data. The Swedish and Italian correspondents were
both full-time workers in the cultural field; the
Polish correspondent was a journalist writing for
Jewish publications and the Belgian correspondent
was an artist and performer. There were, in each of

1 8 It should be noted that it is not practically possible, within
the remit ofthis project, to evaluate the cultural events in
terms of their quality or success.

the countries, additional informal correspondents
who provided information on an ad hocbasis
during the yearJong period of data gathering.

Each correspondent received the same data
submission forms for cultural products and events,
to be completed on a monthly basis. A form was to
be completed for each event in as much detail as

possible.te The information requested included the
title of the cultural product or event, the
geographical location, the arts rype (e.g. performing
art), discipline (e.g. storltelling), genre (e.g.

documentary film), theme (e.g. Holocaust), rhe

rype of product (e.g. one-off event or festival
component), language, artist(s), venue(s),
organizer(s), funder(s), admission fee and audience.
However, in practice, the amount of detail of the
information submitted varied according to the
individual approach of each correspondent.
Furthermore, as there was only a single principal
correspondent in each country, regardless ofthe size
of the respective Jewish communities or the amount
of cultural activiry an element of filtering
necessarily took place. This was due to time
constraints and the material resources available, as

well as to differing understandings and
interpretations of the content and composition of
Jewish cultural production, or differing approaches
to giving prioriry to the type of information
reported.

The correspondents were dl based in capital cities, as

it was anticipated that these would be the locations
of the greatest level of cultural acdvity. Consequently,
eyents in the capital cities may be disproportionately
represented in the study in comparison to events
taking place elsewhere in each country.

Accessibility of comparable information
A combination of differences in the accessibiliry of
information on cultural products in each country
together with the differing prioritization of
information submitted, resulted in an uneven
coverage of all media and publication categories.
Articles in mainstream newspapers, as well as

television and radio programmes on Jewish topics,
were particularly poorly documented, largely due to
their intermittent nature. Likewise, information
gathered about Jewish cultural websites in each
country was quite patchy.

I 9 A sample of a completed data submission form is shown in
Appendix 2.



As for Jewish publications, many data submissions
were made in Poland, but very few or no records
were submitted in the other three countries. \;tZhile
this is indicative of a prolific Jewish publishing
industry in Poland, we cannot, of course, conclude
that Jewish-themed publications are not published
in the other gsun11is5-rather that these have not
been recorded by the respective national
correspondents. This kind of inequality skews the
overall dataset.2o

The only media discipline that was reliably
documented was Jewish radio, and this is because
there were, at most, just two stations per country,
and knowledge of them is widespread among those
interested in Jewish culture. However, because data
were not consistently available for any other Jewish
media categories-or for Jewish publications in any
country other than Poland-a decision was taken
to exclude these two arts rypes from the overall data
analysis so as to gain a more accurate comparative
reading.

Another area in which difficulties were encountered
in obtaining data was the Flanders region of
Belgium. This was mainly due to the lack of
communication and co-operation across linguistic
borders in Belgium, a trend within the Belgian

Jewish community that reflects Belgian sociery as a

whole.

Organizers
There were challenges posed in identifying
organizers and venues as events were often cited in

20 This problem exemplifies the difficulties encountered in this
pilot project in relying on correspondents for sufficient
information on Jewish culture. Important information can be,
and was, omitted. Vith regard to Italy specifically, Ruth Ellen

different ways in the publicity materials. Thus, for
example, organizers might be listed in the
programme at one event, whereas in other cases, the
names of the organizers might appear only in
advertisements. Sometimes the full name appeared,
at other times only acronyms were used. Again,
sometimes names appeared in local languages
while, at other times, they were given only with an
English spelling. This made it difficult to determine
whether or not the same organizers were involved
in different events, a task exacerbated by the
multinational and multilingual nature of the
project. It was also difficult to determine
relationships between different organizations in
different countries, and therefore whether or not to
classify them together.

Language usage
Cleady, language is a key consideration in cross-
cultural research of this nature, both for enabling
direct communication with those involved in
culture in each country and for processing national
mainstream and Jewish magazines, reviews and
websites. In some instances, knowledge of national
languages was essential in order to communicate
with specific organizations or to read certain
written materials. As the principd researcher on the
project was fluent in most of the key languages
(French, Polish and Swedish), this kind of research
was carried out comfortably for three of the four
test countries, but to a lesser degree in Italy. As a
back-up, the four correspondents all had at least a
good working knowledge of English, thus
minimizing language barriers.

Gruber points out, in a personal communication, that many
boola ofJewish interest are published in Italy, and that, indeed,
in the year 2000-1, when data was collected for this report,
there was a Jewish book fair in Milan that was not reported.



#3 The cultural landscape
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Trends emerging in contemporary
European Jewish culture in the four
focus countries
During the yearJong period of tracking cultural
production in the four focus countries, a total of
around 450 separate cultural events was recorded.
Because oftheir special nature, each ofthe 28
festivals documented-altogether comprising over
280 separate components-was recorded once
within this total, and then analysed separately in
greater depth.21

Media productions and publications amounted to
just over a fifth of the aggregate. However, because

events within this category were only
comprehensively recorded in one country (see'Data
collection methodology' above), we decided to
remove them from the quantitative comparative
country analyses in order to avoid possible
misrepresentation. Consequently, the quantitative
element of the report is based on a total of around
350 cultural events and does not include this
category.

The percentages shown in Figure 1 demonstrate
that there is little correlation between the size of a
national Jewish community and the level of cultural
activity. Poland, with by far the smallest Jewish
population (standing at just over 4 per cent of the
total Jewish population of the four countries), was
the site of far more Jewish cultural activity (37 per
cent ofall cultural products recorded) than the
other three countries. This amounts to 38 events
per 1,000 Jews in Poland, contrasting with the
ayerage rate ofreported cultural activity in the
other three countries ofabout 2-3 events per 1,000

Jews. This level of culturd activity in Poland is

extraordinary and begs the question as to whether
the target audience for such cultural products in
Poland differs from the three other focus countries.
This issue will be addressed later in this chapter.

21 At the start of this analysis, it is important to poinr out that
the trends observed in the Jewish cultural field in this chapter
are based on the information gathered via the experimental
data collection process described in the previous chapter.
Furthermore, the conclusions are based on research in the
four countries, and not on the whole ofEurope. As a result,
we are aware that there may be some omissions in the overall
picture painted and, as such, conclusions drawn should be

treated as general observations on the Jewish cultural field in
Europe rather than as incontrovertible facts.

Figure 1 : Breakdown by country of Jewish cultural
events in relation to combined Jewish population of
four focus countries22
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In each country approximately half of the Jewish
population lives in the capital city. It comes as no
surprise, then, that a yast proportion ofJewish
cultural events took place in the capitals. As Figure
2 indicates, over 80 per cent ofJewish cultural
events in Belgium and Sweden took place in those
cities, while, in Poland and Italy, the figure is lower,
about 50 per cent. Poland and Italy traditionally
have, or have had, Jewish communities spread
throughout the country whereas Belgian and
Swedish Jewry have nearly always been
concentrated in just a few major cities. The
geographical dispersal ofcultural events is therefore
largely reflective of these respectiye national Jewish
demographic histories.

Figure 2: Percentage of Jewish cultural events taking
place in the capital cities
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22 Media productions and publications are not included in any
ofthe figures in this chapter because ofthe decision to
exclude this category from the main analysis.
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Figure 3 shows the breakdown ofJewish cultural
production across the four countries by arts rype.
\7hat is immediately apparent is that while there
was an even spread of most arts fypes, music stood
out as by far the most popular form, accounting for
a quarter of all Jewish cultural products. This
phenomenon will be discussed later in this chapter.

Figure 3: Cultural disciplines in the four sample countries
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Gountry analyses
Poland
The Jewish community of Poland is small.
Nonetheless, Poland was the site of a remarkable
level of Jewish cultural activity, proportionately
some fifteen times higher per 1,000 Jewish
inhabitants than Belgium, Italy and Sweden. This
finding entirely confounds the hypothesis that
countries with larger Jewish communities will have
higher levels of Jewish cultural actiyity.

In recent years, there has been a remarkable growth
in Poland of the publication of books on Jewish-
related issues, and this is reflected in the number of
book promotions recorded. A vast majority of the
publications reported in Poland-nearly B0 per
cent-were of a documentary nature and primarily
concern Polish-Jewish history and culture. They
include books on antisemitism, Polish-Jewish
relations, religion and the experiences of exile and
immigration. Holocaust-related publications were
undoubtedly the most prevalent, many taking the
form of biographies or autobiographies. This trend
is due to the recent emergence of a level of freedom
of information impossible in Communist Poland,
where topics of this kind were taboo. It also reflects
a Poland that is re-examining its recent history and
acknowledging the importance of eyewitness
accounts, as well as demonstrating a willingness by
both authors and publishers to record these, often
damning, accounts.

Literature has always been an important element in
the development of Polish national identity. During

the Communist period, literature also served as a
vehicle for social criticism. The prominence of
Jewish issues in recent publications demonstrates an
awareness among Polish writers of the importance
of the Polish-Jewish experience in forming
contemporary Polish identiry and also marks a
significant point of deparrure from the Polah-
Katolik tradition, the belief that Catholicism is the
defining feature of Polish identity.23

Apart from Romania, Poland is the only European
country with a functioning Yiddish d1s211s-*rs
State Jewish Theatre In \(21531y-and a long-
standing Yiddish theatrical tradition. Of the seven
Yiddish theatres in Poland that existed during the
inter-war years, only the \Tarsaw theatre now
remains.24 Nevertheless, Poland still hosts
numerous Yiddish theatrical performances. It is
interesting to note how those involved in running
the \(arsaw theatre perceive its role in
contemporary Poland:

Ostensibly there is something incomprehensible
in the fact that there exists a Jewish theater in
Poland, that it functions and develops in a
country where Jews represent a marginal
percentage of the population. The plays are
performed in Yiddish, the theater stages plays by
Jewish classics who are little known to the
public, it displays images originating almosr
from the world of the perished Atlantis. Yet
despite everything it has numerous old as well as

new spectators. How come? The answer is
simple. The theater is a temple of national
mementoes to the Jews who have remained in
Poland, and to the Polish audience Jewish
culture created in Poland, over almost a

thousand years of mutual existence appears to
be, to an increasing degree, part ofthe culture of
the Polish nation.2s

23 Marius Gudonis, 'Constructing Jewish identity in post-
Communist Poiand', East European Jeuish Afairs, vol. 31, no.
1, 2001 (originally presented at the conference'Jewish
Identities in the Post-Communist Era', European Institute,
Budapest, July 2001, under the title'Squaring the circle: can a

Jew be Polish and can a Pole be Jewish?'; papers from this
conference will be published in a forthcoming book).

24 The State Jewish Theatre in 'Warsaw has had a conroversial
history including a period when it was co-opted by the state
under Communism and was preserved as a kind of showcase
ofJewish folk cuiture, being often used to counter charges of
antisemitism by the Communist authorities.

25 See www.teatr-zydowski.art.pl/english.htm (viewed August
2002).
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This provides us with an interesting insight into the
uniqueness of the Polish-Jewish relationship and
helps us to understand the ongoing fascination with
Jewish culture in Poland today in spite of there
being such a small Jewish community still living
there.

Figure 4: Jewish cultural disciplines in Poland
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museums across the country have also begun to
host exhibitions about the vanished pre-war Jewish
life in Poland, and some even have specific
permanent Jewish collections.

Overall, this activity exemplifies the efforts being
made in post-Communist Poland to inform the
population about the Holocaust and Polish-Jewish
relations, such information having being suppressed
during the Communist era as part of the policy of
'non-ethnic differentiation . Nowadays, the
Holocaust is debated in the public arena, and
national school history textbooks have been
rewritten to include it.

Antisemitism has played a distinctive part in the
history of Poland and is crucial to an understanding
of Polish-Jewish life. Consequently,' Polish-Jewish
relations' are treated in a unique way in Poland.
\7hile this project does not analyse this aspect to
Jewish life in its survey of contemporary Jewish
culture in Poland, the legacy of the Holocaust and
antisemitism is omnipresent in the country's
cultural products.

Sweden
The Judiskt liu i Suerige (Jewish life in Sweden)
survey, carried out among members of Sweden's
two largest Jewish communities in Stockholm and
Gothenburg, revealed an extensive communiry
interest in Jewish cultural activities.2T Nearly 60 per
cent of respondents said that, for them, Jewish
culture was very important in creating a sense of
Jewishness, and half said that they would like to see

greater resources made available for the creation of
more Jewish cultural eyents in the future.
Furthermore, 80 per cent believed that the future of
Swedish J.*ry could be ensured by consciously
investing in Jewish cultural and social activities.
That Swedish Jews perceived Jewish culture to be
the key to the future of the communiry confirms its
importance in sustaining and developing
contemporary Jewish identities. It also
demonstrates the potential for a wide audience for
Jewish cultural events within the Swedish Jewish
community.

In this context, it is interesting to examine the
shape of the Jewish cultural landscape in Sweden.
As Figure 5 shows, the production ofJewish culture

27 Larc Dencik and Karl Maros1 Judisht lia i Suerige (Stockholm:

Judiska Fiirsamlingen 2000).
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The large number of documentary exhibits is a
more recent development in Poland. Documentary
exhibits largely portrayed Jewish life in the past-
including during the Holocaust period-or
incorporated displays ofJewish religious or ritual
objects. Exhibition titles such as'Crumbs of
Memory' and'\(e Are Here-Documenting the
Presence ofJews in Poland' speak for themselves.
The history of Polish Jr*ry was also portrayed at
the Jewish Historical Institute in \7arsaw, where
specific sections on the Holocaust and the'W'arsaw
Ghetto formed a crucial part of the exhibition. The

Jewish Historical Institute is itself a heritage site, as

it is one of a very few Jewish buildings that survived
the war, having been used by the Nazis for storage.

The Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum held an exhibition
in the camp's largest building, 'the Saund. People
transported to Auschwitz would go through the Nazi
dehumanizing registration process in the Sauna.
This involved being disinfected, the confiscation of
all personal possessions and being tattooed with a
prisoner number. The exhibit traced this process by
allowing visitors to follow in the footsteps of the
Auschwitz detainees. Family photographs brought
by Jewish people arriving in Auschwitz covered the
walls in the final section of the exhibition, showing
a rich and diverse pre-war Jewish world. In addition
to the quarter of a million Polish visitors, almost
250,000 people visit this museum every year from
over 100 foreign cbuntries.26 Many other local

26 Figures taken from the Auschwitz-Birkenau official visitors'
website: www.auschwitz.org.pl/html/en gl zwiedzaniel index
(viewed August 2002).In 2000, a new Auschwitz Jewish
Centre also opened in Oswiecim, the town adjacent to the
concentration camp.



Figure 5: Jewish cultural disciplines in Sweden
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work to Jewish, particularly Yiddish, themes in the
late 1980s, Ovadia has been one of the chief
catalysts in the vogue for Jewish culture that
mushroomed in Italy in the 1990s.'28 Interestingly,
although a Sephardi Jew by origin (born in
Bulgaria), and given that Italy's Jewish tradition is
closer to the Sephardi tradition than the Ashkenazi,
the Jewish culture Ovadia for the most part
promotes is one steeped in clichds of the shtetl and
Yiddish traditions. This 'brand' ofJudaism is
increasingly popular with mainstream Italian
audiences.

Figure 6: Jewish cultural disciplines in ltaly
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Jewish cultural production in Italy was
characterized by a particularly large number of
Jewish cultural festivals. Averaging over one per
month in the course of the nvelve months in which
data were recorded, these festivals illustrated the
important interplay berween Italian sociery and
Jewish cultural life. This will be discussed in greater
detail below in the section on festivals.

Belgium
Nearly 90 per cent of Belgium's Jewish cultural
production took place in Brussels (see Figure 2).
The Centre Communautaire Laic Juif (CCLJ,
Secular Jewish Communiry Centre) in Brussels is
amongst the most dynamic venues and
co-ordinators on rhe Belgian-Jewish cultural scene.
The CCLJ is committed to developing and
promoting a non-religious brand ofJudaism and
hosted a variecy of events, from book promotions
and concerts to film screenings, photography
exhibitions and festivals.

There was a perceptibly lower level of cultural
activify registered in Anrwerp, despite the fact that
nearly 50 per cent of Belgian Jews live there. This
may be because two-thirds of the Jewish

28 Gruber, 61.

13oA 8o/o

in Sweden was characterized by a broad interest in
film. Two of its three Jewish festivals were film
festivals, and nearly 30 per cent of the country's
Jewish cultural events overall were film screenings.
Indeed, according to the Judiskt liu i Suerige survey,
80 per cent of those questioned had seen a Jewish
film in the previous twelve-month period. Only
Jewish music was equal in populariry to Jewish
films in Sweden. Other rypes of cultural activity
made up a smaller proportion of total cultural
production, and consequently had a lesser uprake.
This may indicate a correlation between availability
and attendance. On the other hand, the differing
level of availability of various cultural activities may
reflect consumer demand.

Exile, immigration and the Holocaust were
recurring themes in Jewish films reported in
Sweden. Interest in these themes may reflect the
fact that the majority of Swedish Jews have foreign
roots. Several films were specifically concerned with
the Polish-Jewish experience, and some of these
were actually Polish productions. This involvement
with Polish-Jewish productions relates to the
immigration of around 2,500 Jews from Poland to
Sweden after the March 1958 antisemitic
campaign.

Italy
The landscape ofJewish cultural production in
Italy was characterized by the relatively even
representadon of many disciplines. Music srood out
as the most popular Jewish cultural form, as it did
in all the countries analysed. Particularly in Italy,
klezmer and Yiddish music achieved widespread
popularity among mainstream audiences. One
particular Yiddish music performer, Moni Ovadia,
whose performances often feature in this study, has
become a cultural icon in Italy. Gruber describes
Ovadiat impact in Italy: A veteran folk singer and
stage performer who began devoting the bulk of his
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communiry in Antwerp are strictly Orthodox and
the activities reported within that communicy were
mainly religious ones that lie beyond the parameters
of this project. This would then account for the lower
level of cultural production registered in Antwerp.

Figure 7: Jewish cultural disciplines in Belgium

worl.<shops and concerts were held at mainstream
Swedish community and cultural centres.

There was a far greater presence, in the Jewish
music scene in each of the four countries, of the
Ashkenazi music tradition than of Sephardi music.
Considering the national Jewish heritages of each of
the countries, which, apart from Italy, are

predominantly fuhkenazi, this is unsurprising.
Consequently, only in Italy was there a significant
presence of Sephardi musical performances, often
performed in Ladino or Judaeo-Roman. It is also

interesting to note that the term 'Sephardi music' is

commonly used for describing such music, while
the parallel term Ashkenazi music' is only very
rarely used for describing music originating in
Eastern or Central Europe.

In contrast to the prominence of music, there were
few performances of dance in the four countries.
Although traditional Jewish wedding dances were
performed, these were usually at private or religious
eyents. Unlike Jewish music and song, there is a less

prominent tradition ofJewish dance, and the best-
known Jewish dance form today is Israeli dancing,
which received a boost from the Zionist moyements
of the 1950s and 1960s. Though mostJewish
communities organized Israeli dance classes or
workshops, there were very few dance performances
as such. This indicates that Israeli dancing is
regarded primarily as a participatory activity rather
than as a performance genre.

Thematic expression
The Holocaust emerged unequivocally as the most
prominent theme in Jewish cultural productions in
each of the four focus countries. It is quite clear
that issues relating to the Holocaust are far from
exhausted, and continue to command a strong
presence in the creation of contemporaryJewish
culture in Europe.

Ironically, the legacy of the Holocaust tragedy is

closely connected to the contemporary European

Jewish cultural renaissance. Non-Jews involved in
Jewish culture cited a preoccupation with the
absence ofJewish cultural life in Europe created by
the Holocaust as a primary motivation for their
interest and involvement in the contemporary
revival of Jewish culture.

This thematic dominance also reflects the
recognition that mainstream society now accords to
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Music
Music stood out as the most popular discipline
across all four focus countries. Comprising 25 per
cent of all cultural production, music commanded
a presence on the Jewish cultural landscape unlike
any other cultural form (each of which, in
comparison, represented an average of between 5

and 10 per cent). The driving force of the whole

Jewish cultural renaissance therefore seems to lie in
an almost meteoric rise in the populariry ofJewish
music, particularly klezmer music, across the
continent, part of the general explosion of
populariry of dl forms of world music. The
predominance of music oyer other cultural forms
may also relate to its more instant accessibility.

Jewish musical production assumes many forms,
including klezmer, Yiddish and Sephardi song,
fusion and traditional, liturgy and opera. This wide
scope was reflected in the musical performances
recorded for this mapping survey, which include a

concert of 'Liturgical Music from Italian Jewish
Communities' that took place in the Jewish
Cultural Centre in Rome, and a performance of the
opera Brundibdr (composed in 1938 by Hans
Krasa, a CzechJew, and performed in the
Theresienstadt internment camp during the period
1943-4) in both Brussels and Rome.2e In Sweden,
the Klezmerfcireningen (Klezmer Society) was
established in the year 2000, and was the first of its
kind in Sweden. The sociery's popular dance

29 Brundibdy's message concerns the struggle against injusrice
and discrimination, a message still pertinent to contemporary
society. In Belgium, the opera has even been produced as part
ofan educational project in schools throughout the country.



Top left: flyer for a performance o{ 'Mazal Tov: f)ance,
music and tales from rhe Jewish tradition', Reggio Emilia,
Italy, February 2001 (reproduced with the permission of
Terra di Danza)

Swedish Jewish cultural magazine, showing a design by the
artist A nnic Vinbiad.lakubowrki, Scptcmbcr 2001
treproduced wirh rhe permission ol Judi'h Kriinthal

Right: flyer for the 'Jewish traces in Oostende' exhibition,
Ostend, June-September 2000 (reproduced with the
permission of the Jewish Museum of Belgium)

Bortom: flyer for aJudaeo Roman producrion ot My Fair
I a/.1. Rome. Junc 2O0O (rcproduced wir h rhc pcrmiision o[
Il Pitigliani)
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Above: flyer for the 4th Festival o{ Yiddish Culture,
Brussels, March 2001 (reproduced with the permission of
the Centre Communautaire Laic Juif)

Left: poster for the 1Oth Jewish Culture Festival in Cracow,
July 2000 (reproduced with the pern, ission of the Jewish
Culture Festival in Cracow, photography by Andrzej
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Right: flyer for a performance of
the child,rct's opcra Brundibar,
b. Hans Krasa, Brussels,
Ocober 2000 (reproduced with
thc permission of Jeunesses
Musicales International,
design: grukalley@hormail.com)

Bottom lefr: flyer for a

production of'Tevjie and I',
performed in ltalian, Yiddish and
Russian, by Moni Ovadia,
Palermo, Ital;., December 2O0O
(reproduced with the permission
of lgnazio Trapani, Idearte)

Bottom right: flycr for the Friedl
Dicker-Brandeis cxhibition
entitled 'From Bauhaus to
Auschwitz', Stockholm,
March-June 2001 (reproduccd with
the permission of the Museum of
National Anriquities, Stockholm)
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the universal historical relevance of the Jewish
Holocaust. The Holocaust was often employed as a
focus for education on issues of racism, intolerance
and discrimination. Indeed, in January 2001,
several European countries established an annual
National Holocaust Day on 27 January, marking
the day Auschwitz was liberated. On this day, many
cultural events to commemorate the Holocaust
were held in participating countries, including film
screenings, exhibitions, lectures, ceremonies and
concerts.

Closely linked to the Holocaust theme were those
of contemporary antisemitism and racism, which
also featured strongly in contemporary Jewish
cultural productions. In fact, in Belgium, all of the
theatrical performances recorded in this study dealt
with these issues, often incorporating themes of
intolerance, guilt complexes and identiry formation.
One play that was performed inBelgium, Parle
(Thlk), written by Niklas Radstrdm, dramatizes a

debate between a neo-Nazi and a Jewish doctor who
escaped the Holocaust as a child, and deds with
broad issues of historical truth and uncertainry.

Other frequently recurring themes explored were
exile and emigration, religion, identity and Jewish
history. Jewish life in specific localities and the lives
of prominent Jewish individuals were also popular
subjects.

In spite of an increase of mixed Jewish and non,
Jewish relationships in contemporary Jewish sociery,
this issue rarely emerged as a theme. One of the few
productions recorded that does tackle this topic is
Jonathan Metzgert play Men i femtiden dd? (But in
the future, then?). This play explores the
complications of a relationship berween a Jewish
man and a non-Jewish Swedish woman. Jewish/
non-Jewish interaction was particularly pertinent to
the Swedish Jewish community, in which over 50
per cent of the Jewish population are open to the
idea of marryinganon-Jew and 50 per cenr feel as

comfortable in the company of non-Jews as Jews.30

Although Israeli artists and performers often rour
Europe, Israel was not particularly prominent as a
theme in the events logged in this suryey. Many
fundraising events were held in support of Israel,
and numerous lectures and debates took place
concerning the contemporary situation in the

30 Dencik and Marosi.

Middle East. However, as previously noted, these
activities lie outside the scope of the project and are
therefore not included in the final inventory. Israel
as a theme is primarily represented in this survey in
Israeli dance eyents, in the screening of Israeli films
at film festivals-such as the one-off days entirely
devoted to Israeli film recorded in Italy-and some
Israeli book launches.3r

Venues, organizers and funding of
Jewish events
As discussed in Chapter 2, we have included in this
inventory any organization or institution
showcasing events with a subject matter of a Jewish
nature, regardless of the 'Jewishness' of the
organizers or venues. DistinctlyJewish venues, such
as Jewish museums, theatres, community centres
and synagogues regularly hosted Jewish cultural
events, but they did not hold a monopoly on them.
Mainstream theatres, museums and community
centres frequently featured as venues as did the
'Jewish-style' restaurants or cafds run without any
affiliation to local Jewish communities.

Some of the organizations or institutions that ran
these events have few, if any, Jewish employees and
some eyents were established entirely on the
initiative of non-Jews. This is the case with the

Jewish Culture Festival Society in Cracow, which
organizes the large-scale Cracow Jewish Culture
Festival. This annual festival was established by
non-Jews and continues to be run primarily by
non-Jews, with one of its key aims being to provide
a forum for Polish-Jewish dialogue.32

Jewish cultural events are taking place more
frequently in mainstream yenues such as hotels,
outdoor squares, restaurants and even churches.
One event recorded in Belgium, for example, was a

31 It should be noted that the Intifada began during the period
ofdata collection for this reporr (in the autumn of2000), but
any impact it may be having currently on the development of
Jewish culture in Europe (not least on securiry considerations
at Jewish cultural events) was not really felt at that pbint.
Given the ongoing confusion between 'Israel' and Jew', and
the escalation ofevents in Israel, we should observe carefully
the impact the Middle East crisis may have on Jewish culture
in Europe in rhe future.

32 It is important to mention that the non-Jewish organizers of
the Krakow Jewish Culture Festival go to grear lengths to
ensure that most of the artisrs performing at the festival are

Jewish, and to include educational and religious componenrs
in the festival as well as enterrainmenr (personal

communication with Ruth Ellen Gruber, JuJy 2002).



concert of music from the Sephardi Golden Age
held in a church in Brussels. This trend reflects the
increasingly wide appeal of Jewish artistic and
cultural productions within wider society. This
development was most noticeable in Sweden and
Italy where Jewish cultural events are becoming part
ofthe general arts scene, reflecting both an
increasingly outward-looking focus of the respective

Jewish communities and a growing public interest
in Jewish culture.

The rise in general public interest in all things
Jewish was evident in Poland and Belgium also, bur
Jewish cultural events there were still most
commonly held at Jewish venues. In Poland, this
suggests a growing desire among people-both
Polish non-Jews and Jews of Polish origin-to
explore Polish-Jewish roots. Synagogues (some no
longer consecrated as such, but still in use as

cultural centres or concert venues) were often used
as venues for Jewish cultural events in Poland. The
monthly concerts at the pod Bialym Bocianem
synagogue (the \7hite Stork synagogue) in
\froclaw, for example, featuring klezmer, cantorial
or Yiddish music, were overwhelmingly popular
with mixed non-Jewish and Jewish audiences.
Moreover, somewhat ironically, not one member of
the choir that performed in the synagogue was

Jewish. There were also cultural venues that were
oyertly Jewish in terms of their programming, such
as the Jewish Culture Centre in Cracow, but that
were run by non-Jews. In \(/arsaw andKazimierz,
the former Jewish area of Cracow, recently opened

Jewish-sryle restaurants and cafts also hosted
performances. These Jewish-style venues are part of
a growing tourism industry exploiting'all things
Jewish. Poland's longstanding centres of Jewish
activity, such as the State Jewish Theatre in \Tarsaw
and the Jewish Historical Institute also accounted
for much of Polish Jewish cultural production.

Table 4: T used by ganizers in all I

Similarly, in Belgium, many events took place
within the framework of the Jewish communiry
primarily in the two active Jewish cultural centres in
Brussels that focus on secular Jewish activities.
Although Jewish culture is becoming popular
amongst non-Jewish audiences in Belgium, there
still remains a certain reticence to project Jewish
culture into mainstream sociery.

In spite of a growing trend for Jewish cultural
eyents to be held at non-Jewish venues, only about
15 per cent ofall the events recorded were created
as the result of a Jewish/non-Jewish collaboration.
These collaborative events tended to be evenly
distributed between Jewish and non-Jewish venues.
However, Jewish institutions and individuals were
still more likely to be the organizers ofJewish
cultural eyents and were far more likely to use

Jewish venues for their events. To some extent, this
reflects the fact that Jewish institutions still see their
task as serving the needs of their own members. It is
the non-Jewish organizers that took the Jewish
cultural events to non-Jewish, and often more
mainstream, venues, perhaps reflecting a
commercial imperative. Non-Jewish organizers, in
turn, rarely presented events at Jewish venues. Thble
4 shows the relation berween the Jewishness of
organizers and theJewishness of the rypes of venues
they used for all the events recorded in this survey.

Only Italy stood out in this respect: half of the
events recorded for Italy that were organized by
non-Jews were held at Jewish venues. Likewise,

Jewish institutions also frequently used non-Jewish
r'enues. A performance of Erinnerung
(Remembrance), for example, aplay about the
Holocaust accompanied by traditional Jewish music,
was organized by the Venice Jewish communiry at a
local theatre, and My Ngkacir Lady, a Judaeo-Roman
version of My Fair Lady, was organized by Il

venues or our countnes

Venues Organizers

Jewish (%) Non-Jewish (7o) Jewish and non-Jewish (%) Unknown (7o)

Jewish 83 2 38 13

Non-Jewish 12 a9 39 66

Jewish and non-Jewish 3 2 17 2

Unknown 2 7 6 19

Total 100 100 100 100



Pitigliani-the Jewish community centre in Rome-
at a theatre in Rome. My Ngkacir Ladjt was such a
success that it ran for a second season at the same
theatre several months after its premibre. That the
non-Jewish{ewish demarcation line is less rigid in
Italy than in the other three countries is possibly a

result of the longstanding Jewish presenc€ in the
country and of the perception that many Italian
Jews have of themselves as being as much an Italian
as a Jewish community. '$7.hether 

the boundaries
between the Jewish and non-Jewish spheres are
stronger in Belgium, Poland and Sweden deserves
further investigation.

There seems to be a fairly even distribution
between funding for Jewish culture from Jewish
and non-Jewish sources. Such funding came
predominantly from community centres, city
councils, national ministries and business
corporations such as banks, airlines, the press and
other companies. Funding information was
generally gathered through 'common knowledge' or
anecdotal accounts, without much hard data to
confirm the reports. For many events-up to half
of the total-the source of the funding was
unknown.

'What are the motivations behind an individual or
organizational decision to support a Jewish cultural
event? Jewish funders may well be more likely to
fund events on the basis of their perceived thematic
or symbolic value, or an interest in promoting
Jewish continuity, rather than on commercial
grounds. It may well also be that, given their
limited resources, Jewish funders are less inclined to
stake a claim in rhose events for which the
organizers have been successful in receiving
mainstream funding or subsidies.

Market factors also influence those seeking funding
for Jewish cultural projects. There is often a

commercial imperative for those involved in
creating eyents to look beyond the Jewish
community for funding. Indeed, none of the
twenty-eight festivals recorded in this suryey
operated solely on the basis ofJewish funding, but
relied, in addition, on mainstream funding sources
such as government ministries and corporate
sponsorship.

Festivals
Festivals offer consumers culture in a condensed
format, concentrated in both time and space.33

\7ith programmes that continue from morning
until late at night and that offer a wide variety of
choices, audiences at Jewish cultural festivals are
invited to immerse themselves in Jewish culture, at
least for a few days, for the duration ofthe festival.
\Vhether festivals showcase one specific cultural
genre such as music, or whether they incorporate
different artistic forms, in all instances they paint a

diverse picture of European Jewish cultural life.3a
Rebeka Blajfer \Teintraub, of the Stockholm Jewish
film festival, explains that, through their selection
of films for the festival programme, the organizers
intended to convey the diversity and richness of
Jewish life, as well to acquaint mainstream
audiences with aspects ofJewish life less familiar to
them.35 In addition, the festival format means that
events often receive wider publiciry than one-off
eyents and, as a result, may further boost interest in
Jewish culture.

The twenty-eight Jewish festivals recorded in this
pilot study comprised a total of over 280 individual
components.36 Remarkably, this corresponds to over
rwo Jewish festivals per month. There were music
festivals, film festivals and book fairs as well as

festivals of a multi-disciplinary nature
(encompassing a variery of activities including
performances, exhibitions, film screenings,
workshops and lectures). Figure 8 shows the
breakdown of the different arts types in the
individual festival components. Once again, film

33 Stanley \Taterman, 'Carnivals for elites: the cultural politics of
arts festivals', Progres in Human Geograpl4t,vol.22, 1988,54-74.

34 The term'festival' is used widely and covers a range ofevents,
from one-day street parties to a series, or a season, ofconcerts
on a particular theme, to a residential gathering with round-
the-clock sessions, workshops and lectures lasting a number of
days. It is important to recognize the broad nature ofrhe term
'festival' in this analysis ofJewish cultural festivals.

35 Cited in Michaela Agoston, 'Befriande arr man kan grira saker
rnnorlundi, Judish Kriiniha, vol. 3, 2000, 30-1.

36 For a full listing of the festivals, see Appendix 3.

able 5: Known

Funding sources Events
("kl

Jewish sources 28

Non-Jewish sources 38

Jewish and non-Jewish sources 34

Total 100



and music, with the widest public appeal of all the
cultural forms, were the most prominent forms of
Jewish culture in the Jewish festivals documented.

Figure 8: Arts types in Jewish cultural festival events

contemporary artists to the traditions and culture
of Kazimierz, and to be a celebration ofJewish life,
which left such a sffong imprint on Cracowt
history. The festival's goals were (and still remain)
also to identify the spaces in which Polish and

Jewish culture meet and inform each other, as well
as to challenge all forms of antisemitism and
xenophobia.38

Both Poland and Italy hosted a significant number
of annual Jewish festivals. The sev"en Polish and
thirteen Italian festivals logged over rhe dara
collection period arnount to twenty-eight and
forry-eight festival-days respectiyely. Italyt
impressive Jewish festival production reflects a rich
local Italian festival tradition, with many regions
and locales in Italy running annud festivals to
celebrate local culture. The Polish phenomenon,
however, is part of the more general revival of
Jewish culture in Poland. Over the last five years in
particular, there has been an upsurge in new Jewish
festivals in Poland. Polish cities that had substantial
Jewish communities before the Second'World \Var
have begun to commemorate and celebrate this
former Jewish presence by organizing special Jewish
culture days. Often, the creation of one Jewish
festival acts as inspiration for another. For example,
the director of the Simcha-Meeting with Jewish
Culture festival in \7roclaw, Karolina Szykierska,
explained that her own ideas and visions were
stimulated and awakened by the Cracow festival.
Her intention was to bring Jewish culture to
'Wroclaw, 

and thereby to 'bring the two Polish
cultures closer together'.3e This is the vision that
underlies many of Polandt Jewish festivals.

A total of eight Jewish festivals was recorded in
Sweden and Belgium. 'il/hereas most Polish and
Italian Jewish festivals took place in towns with few
or no Jewish inhabitants (only a minoriry took
place in \Tarsaw or Rome), the festivals in Belgium
and Sweden were mainly concentrated in Brussels
and Stockholm or in other cities with sizeable

Jewish communities, such as Antwerp and
Gothenburg. This suggests that the focus of
Swedish and Belgian festivals was the local Jewish
population, in contrast to the Italian and Polish
festivals, which attracted substantial non-Jewish or
non-local Jewish audiences. This followed the

38 Personal communication with the Krakow Jewish Culture
festival organizers, April 2001.

39 Personal communication with Karolina Szykierska, April
2001.
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The Yiddish Culture Festival in Brussels, which ran
for the fourth time in 2001, is one of the
multidisciplinary Jewish festivals. The three-day
programme included a viewing of the documentary
flm The Casting (Le Caxing) by Emmanuel
Finkiel,3T storltelling based on works by Isaac
Bashevis Singer, a Yiddish karaoke session and a
debate on the future of the Yiddish language.

Poland's Jewish Culture Festival in Cracow, which
ran for the tenth time in the summer of 2000-
making it the longest established of Poland's Jewish
festivals-stood out as the largest of all the
European Jewish festivals. For one week, back-to-
back Jewish cultural events took place in venues
across Cracow, primarily in Kazimierz, the former
Jewish area. Klezmer concerts, liturgical recitals,
screenings of Yiddish film classics, lectures on
Hasidic song, Hebrew calligraphy workshops and
Israeli dancing were all part of the varied line-up.
The finale was a free outdoor concert ofJewish
music on Szeroka Street in the heart of Kazimierz,
so popular that the crowds spilled out into
adjoining streets. For Janusz Makuch, the festival
director, the idea for the festival arose our of a deep
fascination with the world ofJewish culture. He
intended the festival to be a tribute by

37 The Castingfollows the casting of Finkielt two other fiims,
Voyages (1999) and Mrne Jacques at the Crossroads (1996).
Yiddish mother-tongue speakers aged beween 65 and 90
were needed for both these films, and The Castingis a

personal account given by some of the nearly 400 people who
participated in the castings. The film is thus an important
piece oforal history as well as a tribute to the Yiddish-
speaking generation.



pattern ofJewish cultural eyents in general: in
Poland and Italy they covered a wide geographical
spread, whereas in Belgium and Sweden they were
concentrated in a few specific cities.

An interesting example of the'Jewish culture
without Jews' phenomenon is the Tuscan town of
Pitigliano, which has only a single Jewish
inhabitant left from a flourishing pre-war Jewish
communicy. In spite of this near-total absence of
local Jews, the town hosts a popular Jewish film
festival. The festival has been running since the late
1990s and forms part of a local initiative aiming to
recreate aspects of local Jewish life. The festivalt
audience is composed of mainly local non-Jewish
people or Jewish people from abroad.ao

Most of the Swedish and Belgian festivals charged
an entrance fee whereas, in Poland and Italy,
approximately half were free, with -"rry oih.r,
incorporating some free eyents into their
programmes. Thus Jewish culture is accessible to a
more diverse audience in Poland and Italy, and may
also encourage more interest in those new to Jewish
culture. Of course, it may also reflect the fact that
there is more funding available in Poland and Italy
to subsidize audience attendance at festivals.

The festivals were predominantly organized as

co-operative ventures befween Jewish and non-
Jewish institutions. Only a quarter of all the
festivals was put on by Jewish organizers alone. This
differs from one-offcultural events that were
generally run by either Jewish or non-Jewish
organizers. Furthermore , a third of the festivals
made use of both Jewish and non-Jewish venues in
which to hold their associated events, with less than
20 per cent taking place solely at Jewish venues.
The festival set-up thus seems to encourage far

The synagogue, cemetery and an oven for baking matzothave
also recendy been restored in Pidgliano. A new Jewish
musuem has also recendy opened in the town.

greater interaction benreen the Jewish and non-
Jewish cultural spheres. This may bebecatse, de

facto, its large-scale dimensions require a more
co-operatiYe effort.

The European Jewish Day of Culture was one
large-scale annual one-day festival that took place as

a result of a huge collaborative effort between

Jewish organizations and local authorities across
several European countries. In fact, after a couple of
years of smaller-scale events, the first truly
transnational festival took place on 3 September
2000 in sixteen European countries, including
Belgium and ltaly. Jewish sites including
synagogues, cemeteries, ritual baths and ancient

Jewish quarters were all opened to the public (in
Italy, sites in more than forry towns and cities were
open to the public). Jewish cultural eyents were also
held in many places, including concerts,
exhibitions, lectures and official ceremonies. The
festival organizers estimate that, across the sixteen
participating countries, about 120,000 visitors
(more than 43,000 in Italy alone) attended the
2000 festival, the vast majority being non-Jews
often living locally to festival venues.

Some Jewish festivals, or cultural events, took place
under the umbrella of a mainstream festival
framework. Likewise, Jewish performers such as

klezmer bands appeared in world music festivals.ar
The Swedish book fair Bok och Bibliotek 2000
(Books and Library 2000), attended by up to
100,000 visitors over its four-day programme, had
a Jewish section called 'Judisk Kulturkonferens'
(Jewish Cultural Conference), organized for the
fourth time in 2000 and lasting rwo days. Likewise,
the 45th International Book Fair in'Warsaw,
attended by half a million people, also had a Jewish
section, which specialized in Israeli writing.a'

Being reliant on the information that was collected by the
country-based correspondents, as well as on the availabiliry of
publiciry materials on the Internet, we should assume that not
all Jewish components to mainstream festivals were necessarily
logged in this survey.
Indeed, Israeli writing, primarily that by authors of Polish
descent, is increasingly breaking into the Polish market. The
rapport between these Polish-Israeli authors, who can address
audiences in their mother tongue, and the general Polish
population indicates a willingness to reconsffuct relations and
is an increasingly important form of reconciliation. Likewise,
new Israeli writing is popular in Italy, where touring Israeli
authors attract large audiences and high-profile media
attention.
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I Gonclusion: the way forward

This pilot project is the first to atrempt to map the
contemporary Jewish cultural landscape in Europe.
Its aims were not only to provide an overview of
contemporary Jewish cultural life in the four
countries selected, but also to explore
methodologies by which this field could be
eflectively categorized and developed. In
concluding this study, it is important ro-evaluate
these two major components in order to plan for
any future reviews ofJewish culture in Europe.

Evaluation of methodologies and
suggestions for future proiects
A key objective of this pilot project was the
development of a useful and usable classification
system for Jewish cultural products. The system
devised is intended to be transferable, to be
employed both in future studies ofJewish culture in
Europe as well as to be available universally as a
resource or tool (for example as an online facility)
for those involved, or interested, in Jewish culture.

Inevitably, there were issues that arose in creating a

workable methodology. It is worth describing them
here, and exploring the possibilities for improved or
expanded studies of Jewish culture.

The original aim was to identi$' allJewish cultural
products that fit into the definitional framework
that were produced or performed in the four
countries selected throughout the designated
twelve-month period. However, it became apparent
that providing an entirely authoritative survey into
so diffuse a field as cultural production was really
not feasible. This was due to a number of factors:

' The study relied on access to information and
the choices of the four country-based
correspondents. The data supplied were
necessarily subjective despite artempts ro
minimize this. Furthermore, the correspondents
did not provide information that was completely
systematic for each type of cultural event.
Moreover, as we noted in the section on 'Data
collection methodology', the correspondents may
have had different ways of setting their priorities
in the process of gathering data, as well as

different understandings of what constitutes a

cultural product. At times, this resulted in an
uneven spread of the information gathered across
the four focus countries. For further research of

this nature, the definitional framework of 'Jewish
cultural themes'would need to be made clearer
in the guidelines for country correspondents, so
as to achieve greater consistency ofdata.

Correspondents were based only in the capital
cities of each country. The decision to focus on
the capitals was based on an assumption (which
proved correct) that a large proportion ofJewish
culture does, in fact, take place there.
Furthermore, all the correspondents were
involved in the cultural world and so had greater
access to information on culture in general.
However, this meant that information on Jewish
culture in other parts of each country was nor
gathered systematically (especially taking into
account the fact that organizers ofJewish eyents
often advertise only in their local districts). If a
similar research exercise were to be carried out in
the future, particularly in countries with larger
and more dispersed Jewish populations, it would
be important to consider both the location and
number of correspondents. Ideally,
correspondents would be located in all thelarge
cities in the countries in order to make the data-
gathering exercise as comprehensive as possible.
At the very least, contacts should be established
with as many local Jewish communities as

possible in each country so as to gain access to
information on activities across a broad range of
geographical regions and not just in the vicinity
of the capitals.

Specifically Jewish media productions or
publications (e.g. television programmes or
articles about Jewish topics in the mainstream
press) proved particularly difficult to collect.
This is possibly due to failings on the part of
correspondents to follow the mainstream (and

Jewish) press closely enough. Consequently, this
information was not recorded very systematically.
In the future, a different research strategy is
needed for this field. At the very least, a more
concerted effort would be required to collect
information from publishers, from national and
local radio and television stations as well as video
and CD or CD-Rom distributors. Additionally,
with the rapid growth in the number of websites,
a decision would need to be taken as to the
extent to which Jewish culture on the Internet
should be logged.



An additional point to consider is the value of the
actual classification system devised for this pilot
project, and whether it could be a resource for
those involved in Jewish culture across Europe and
elsewhere.

In light of the impediments that were encountered
in the attempt to paint an 'all-inclusive picture' of
Jewish culture, it might be worth considering other
ways to document effectively Jewish cultural
developments. One approach would be to operate
within an even tighter definitional framework for
cultural products, whereby 'grey areas', such as

educational events (lectures, conferences etc.),
would not qualify as cultural productions.

An alternative strategy would be to eliminate
certain categories altogether, such as the media
category, from the data collection. The mapping
would still include the remaining cultural fields but
would preclude those categories that were least
accessible and for which the investment of resources
and time seemed less efficient.

Another important point to consider is that this
study has focused specifically on Belgium, Italy,
Sweden and Poland. It is not possible to acquire a
broad, all-encompassing view of major trends in
Jewish culture across Europe from the picture that
this report presents. Such an overview would only
be possible in a survey that examined those
European countries with the largest Jewish
communities, such as France, the United Kingdom,
Russia or Germany.

Focusing on those specific cultural forms that are
readily accessible would, in any case, be essential if
this project was expanded to examine European
countries with larger Jewish communities. For
example, it may be more beneficial to look in
greater detail at just the current Jewish music
renaissance, following on from the finding in this
report that music is the most common popular
cultural form. Having said that, this might be too
specialized a study, failing to paint a broad enough
picture ofJewish culture as a whole.

fu a broader strategy, a proposed follow-up project
would investigate Jewish cultural festivals across the
whole of Europe, leading to a study of greater
depth and analysis. The festivals category in
particular, was easy to document because festivals
are generally very well publicized and have a more

public profile. Furthermore, as festivals are the
most common means of showcasing the cutting
edge in cultural activiry a study of festivals could
prove useful in attempting to come to grips with
trends and patterns in Jewish culture across the
whole continent. Such a project would require a

greater degree of close contact work, involving
closer links with Jewish festival organizers to learn
about their agendas and their objectives, as well as a

greater knowledge of the rype of audiences who
attend festivals and their motivations for doing so.

Furthermore, we would expect to analyse in far
greater detail the format of the festivals, the
programme content and their impact on local areas,

on participants and on audiences, both Jews and
non-Jews.

Evaluation of trends in Jewish
culture and policy implications
This report has been written in order to build up a

picture of the revival ofJewish culture in selected
European countries. \7e have identified emerging
patterns and trends in the audiences, management,
participants, funding and thematic content of the
Jewish cultural products being produced in these
four countries. \(hile it should be stressed that the
picture we provide is not complete, it is still
important to point to the poliry implications
contained in the most noticeable of these trends.

Holocaust issues
Almost sixty years have passed since the Holocaust
and the end of the Second'World 'War.

Nevertheless, this is undoubtedly still the most
prevalent theme in Jewish cultural productions.
Evidently the legary of the Holocaust is still very
much an active part of the collective psyche of
Jewish, as well as non-Jewish, artists. Should this be
a cause for concern for policymakers in the Jewish
communiry? Is the world ofJewish culture really
experiencing as creatiye a renewal as is often
claimed if such a large proportion ofJewish cultural
activity is based on the essentially negative
perceptions ofJews that are bound up with the
Holocaust and antisemitism?

Having said that, it is important to remember that,
while the Holocaust is a frequent and recurring
theme in contemporary Jewish culture, it is not
always employed as an overwhelmingly negatiae
symbol. Nowadays, the lessons of the Holocaust are
often employed creatively in cultural products as a
way of transmitting a positive message of tolerance



and universal responsibiliry and of challenging
forms of oppression or racism. In other words, in
contemporary, multicultural Europe, the Holocaust
is still an important cultural symbol, and the
establishment of a Europe-wide Holocaust Day
demonstrates the importance with which it is
invested.

The significance of promoting and suppoting
these contemporary responses to the Holocaust, as

well as other forms ofJewish culture emerging in
modern Europe, should not be understated. These
expressions ofJewish culture are crucial ro the
regeneration of a dynamic new Jewish presence in
twenty-fi rst century Europe.

The nonJewish presence in contemporary
Jewish culture
The increased involvement of non-Jewish artists,
performers, organizations and funders in all aspects
ofJewish culture is apparent from the statistics,
with over a quarter of all events organized by non-
Jews and almost half of all events taking place in
non-Jewish or mainstream venues. Many events are
also funded from non-Jewish sources. This growing
non-Jewish participation allows for the expansion
ofJewish culture into the mainstream cultural
sphere.a3

From the viewpoint of the producers of Jewish
culture, this is beneficial as it increases the level of
publiciry and funding, and has thus become
essential to the development and revival ofJewish
culture across Europe. The growing Jewish presence
in mainstream culture is also important as a way of
increasing an awareness and understanding of
Jewish culture, Jewish history and the Holocaust
among Europeans. This is part of a trend towards a
more general awareness and acceptance of minority
cultures among European communities. As we
noted earlier, a desire to understand Jewish history
and to create something positive out of the legacy
of the Holocaust is the impetus for many non-
Jewish artists, performers and organizers to become
involved in Jewish culture in the first place.

Furthermore, on a macrocosmic level, the
importance of culture as a vehicle for enabling

43 In afuture study, it would certainly be interesting to create a
more detailed profiie of typical audiences at Jewish cultural
events across Europe, to see who these events attract, how big
the non-Jewish presence is, why people are drawn to Jewish
culture etc.

cross-cultural understanding and dialogue should
also be stressed. Jewish culture exists as a hybrid
form and is inextricably linked ro irs surroundings
and to other ethnic cultural forms. The
interconnectedness between Jewish culture and
other cultural forms should be widely promoted
and welcomed across a modern multicultural and
unified Europe.

However, we should also note that the growing
non-Jewish presence in Jewish culture is not
universally celebrated. Some people involved in
Jewish culture fear that a gulf will be formed (or is
already being formed) between those Jewish
cultural products that are created or organized by
Jews, that take place mainly at Jewish venues and
are supported by Jewish communities, and the
'virtual' Jewish cultural activiry generated by
non-Jewish organizers that take place at mainly
non-Jewish venues. Ruth Ellen Gruber expresses
these concerns:

Yet there is a growing sense of urgency among
Jews that unless they themselves take positive
action, the 'Jewish thing' may be hijacked, if not
watered down . . . Jewish cultural products
displacingJewish culture . . . \fithout a living
Jewish dimension, the virtual Jewish world may
become a sterile desert -or a haunted Jewish
never-never land.aa

In other words, there is a risk that the authenticity
of Jewish culture will become lost in a world
peopled by non-Jewish performers, organizers and
audiences with their own agendas. However worthy
these agendas may be, they may be fuelled by what
are, at times, clichdd or myrhologized perceptions
of Jewish people and Jewishness. It is therefore
important for Jewish communities and Jewish
artists to continue to provide a strong presence in
the revival of contemporary Jewish culture and for
increased opportunities to be created for Jewish/
non-Jewish collaboration in the regeneration of
Jewish culture across Europe.

However, it should also be noted that Jewish artists
or performers are just as capable of reproducing
hackneyed or stereoryped images of 'the Jew', and
can also be held responsible for any misrepresentation
or perpetuation of clichds or stereotypes in the
minds of spectators who have little first-hand

44 Gruber 238.



knowledge of the Jewish experience. At the same

time, non-Jewish performers or arts managers are,

ofcourse, capable ofproducing creative and
original Jewish cultural products. Thus, the role of
Jews in the'safeguarding' ofJewish culture as its
sphere of influence widens should be recognized
but at the same time not exaggerated.

Funding issues
\X/hile information about funding was not always
readily available, it is clear from this survey that
those involved in Jewish culture must look to
official bodies and statutory sources as well as to
sources within the Jewish communiry for funding.
The contribution that governments and other
official organizations make is particularly
significant in countries such as Poland with tiny
Jewish communities, and consequently with limited
national Jewish communal resources to support and
sustain Jewish culture.

Furthermore, as noted in Chapter 3, nearly all
Jewish cultural festivals rely on at least some
external funding. The importance of the symbiotic
relationship between the Jewish cultural world and
mainstream funding sources should not be
underplayed.

Support from official EU bodies can be relied on
and indeed, to some extent, almost expected by
those involved in Jewish cultural activiry in Europe
today. This is because 'the promotion of cultural
diversity is a key poliry of many European
institutions'.45 EU bodies have cultural
development high up on their agendas.

Furthermore, governments of countries such as

Poland or Germany have established specific
restitution or bridge-building foundations to
support the revival ofJewish life in twenty-first
century Europe. All these sources should be
promoted actively among those seeking funding for
the development ofJewish culture.

New Jewish grant-making bodies have also sprung
up specializing in the funding of contemporary

Jewish culture in Europe. The newly established
European Association for Jewish Culture (EAJC),
with offices in London and Paris, is one such grant-
making body. It was set up in 2001 with, among
several other aims, the specific objective of

45 See www.jewishcultureineurope.org/why.htm (viewed August
200D.

supporting 'artistic creativity which addresses or
reflects contemporary Jewish experience'.46

Another source of funding for European Jewish
communities lies in philanthropic contributions
from countries such as the United States that have
large Jewish communities and extensive communal
resources. Thking into account that Jewish tourists
from the United States and Israel attend Jewish
cultural events and festivals across Europe, this
source of funding should be further explored. \With

continued support from these communities,
fledgling Jewish cultural initiatives across Europe
will be able to establish and sustain themselves.

lsraeli culture
Israeli culture and Israeli artists do not feature very
prominently in this survey. \X/hile it is true that
well-known Israeli musicians and authors often
tour in Europe to great acclaim, it may also be the
case that other Israeli artists do not have a high
enough profile on the European cultural circuit.
Poor marketing, publicity or networking may be
contributing factors. \7ith greater promotion,
Israeli culture, with its range of cultural influences
spanning European, Middle Eastern, North African
and other cultural traditions, could achieve greater
success in Europe. It is perhaps the role of Israeli
embassies and other official organizations to
promote Israeli performers and artists more
effectively to European markets.

Goncluding remarks
Our intention in this mapping project was to raise

the level of awareness of the dynamic presence of
Jewish culture in contemporary Europe. There is
still a tendency among Jews living in large
communities, such as in Israel or the United States,

to see contemporary Jewish communal and cultural
life in continental Europe as moribund o! at best,
somehow irrelevant to the general development of
world Jewry. Poland, in particular, is rarely
recognized for its increasing contribution to the

Jewish cultural revival; instead it is often associated
only with the Holocaust and antisemitism.

The findings presented here should put to rest such
misconceptions. Jewish culture is alive and well-
and growing-in Europe, in spite of the relatively .

small size of most European Jewish communities.

46 See www.jewishcultureineurope.orglaims.htm for more
information (viewed July 2002).



Another objective of this study was to show the
valuable role that Jewish culture plays for people
across the spectrum of the Jewish community, as

well as, increasingly, for a wide range of non-Jewish
artists and participants. This significance should be
emphasized in the context of contemporary Europe
where Jewish communities are often vulnerable in

terms of their size and stature. \7e have tried to
show the unique and symbolic role that Jewish
culture plays in contemporary Europe, both within
the Jewish communities themselves and in
mainstream European society. As many resources as

possible should be channelled into sustaining and
developing the future ofJewish culture in Europe.
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Appendix 2

Example of a completed data submission form

' apn
Mapping Jertish culrure in Europe Tncta'. fE tl$;

F\**{C

DATA SUEMISSION FORM

ro, ,f*tr/.e*
COuntr}/

1) Type of ctrltural product:
Ca tegorl. and sub-c*ategory;

Title: dlf /)u , , .n {7ts-{
Topic: {Oq ee.€ 8.tal* ,}{,{ pn.r.-,
Language{s) of conrrnunieation: S are *{ , 

^5. 

g,

2) Director/conduetor/editor etc-: fl f rr & *t fr *t{*r,fi*n
{please gitre contact-details" e.g. tel,, e_maiJ, if available)

3) Performer{s)lauthor{s}/creator(s}/speaker{s} etc.;
hHX::T* "lT: "f the grpup';a nairta,r*r performers & their rote)/)/sa:e nAf €e:c/*:i,.4f jl{#"?fe| ryt

tl) Organisers/pro d ucers:
(please give contact-details)

Jg e*t'.S iz {-8'z : er, 4a ",", {F s'r'} tfuc d 4af-rr
5) I-'ocationl

Region, cityr Sfu c /, 1152{tr-1

V-enue{includeadd.ress}: {rea { .$**5';f,a e-

Type of venue, e.g. publiclpdvatefqom:rrunity centre; l) /^6&.t

Has it been presented elsewhere? {e.g. toursltravelling exhibitions},
if ss where?

6) When
Dateis): ESf*, "g f,{& r*;it *€ao I
iriew procluction o:. re-productionr/repeateci: /"1*r-: f ;a&a t*4'ft:
l{''ee k iv I rnon tld,v / annu a }/ lri annu al e v en t :

tq a3 6e €rsre *t r"-.t



3 
p n 

F{apping Jewish Culture in Europe Today

7} Audience:
Potential,/expected audience {e"g. No. of places available): f 0 O

Actual audience (e.g. No, of tickets sold or estimated numbers): 3 O O

Demographics of the audience:

Chitdren/youth/adulb maleT'female; r,eiigiousfcultur_al background t - , */5 6tAil,4// *,ale a'ud y'e*"Je- ryofllg t/eulsh !!r ;
8) Adrnission fe*, 

*J/ v - /) orl ' J € oti

Frice/free; /2 A td -
9) Dissernination

$ow,/where has the cultural productr/event been advertised? a
Jcw'iSn press --rorn)nuo,b 7kVe,- , {ared,tA b^4 Ff.,t"

1.0) Internef
Is further i:nformation about this product/event available on the internet?
H so, please give the address of the website: /VA

11) Funders:
{please #ve corrtact-details)

,/e*+ ' s/1 {c rttrrta,,, * t. Ji* -t'u,
12) The conceph

Why is the event,/product being made? What is the idra behind it? What

-*W'ffir#ielTi"rE*F!:"-TJ ^,'1*a 
r'&* 'rfrry af Pt""t'1

tuc{"rb -it* .rue Sy,it6;{' ; ; fr" Cdhcere' drat'L .
13) Are there anv reviews enciosed? ^' A)a t i'r> .(9 F€ r3 Tiart'hve* aYdE /€J/>d/t S .

14) Additional specificafions/comments:

Please enclose the reievant promotional rnateriais and send to JFR:

Dina Berenstein
Researcher
JPR/Institute for Jeu'ish Poii.cy Rescarch
79 llrimpole Street
London W1M /DD, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 20 7935 8266
Faxr +.121 (0i 30 7935 3252
E-mail: i.belenstein,?,ipr.org. u k



Appendix 3

Festival listings

Belgium
' Le Premier Festival de Musique Juive/The First Jewish Music Festival

(February, Brussels]

' 4tme Festival de Culture Yiddish/4'h Festival of Yiddish Culture (March,
Brussels)

' Journde Europdene de la Culture Juive/European Day of Jewish Culture
(September, Arlon, Brussels, Liege, Mechlen, Antwerp and Ostende)

' Festival Klezmer et Tsigane/Klezmer and Gypry Festival (November,
Brussels)

' Internationaal Joods Muziekfestival/International Festival of Jewish Music
(November, Antwerp)

Italy
' Giorno della memorialDay of Remembrance (January, nation-wide)
' Il teatro della memoria/Theatre of Remembrance (April, Campobasso)
' Shavuot-festival/Shavuot festival (June, Rome)
' Visto da vincino nessuno d normale: Davar/Up Close No One Looks

Normal: Davar (June-July, Milan)
' Klezmer musica festival/Klezmer Music Festival (July, Ancona)
' Klezmer and Gypsy Music Festival (July, Tirrin and Pinerolo)
' New Klezmer Festival (July, Verona)
' Medfilm festival (July, Rome)
' Isola del cinema: il cinema contemporaneo di Israle/The Island of Cinema:

Contemporary Israeli Cinema (July, Rome)
Giornata europea della cultura ebraica/European Day of Jewish Culture
(September, nation-wide)
Nessiah (October, Pisa, Pontedra and Cascina)
Pitigliano Film Festival (October, Pitigliano)
Bruno Schulz-il profeta sommerso/Bruno Schulz-the prophet overcome
(November-J anvary, Tiieste)

Poland
' IV Dzien Judaizmu/IV Day ofJudaism (January, mainly Lodz but also

elsewhere)

' Dni lzraelaw Nowym Saczu/Israeli Days in No*y Sacz (March, Nowy Sacz)
' 45 Miedzynarodowych Thrgow Ksiazl<tl45,h International Book Fair (May,

\Tarsaw)

' Simha-spotkania z Kultura Zydowska/Simcha: Meeting with Jewish culture
(May, \Troclaw)

' V Dni Pamieci ZydowTarnowskich/5th Commemoration for the Jews of
Thrnow (June, Thrnow)

' Festival Kultury Zydowsl<tejll0'h Festival ofJewish Culture (fuly, Krakow)
' III Dni Ksiazki Zydowskiql3'd Jewish Book Fair (October, .Warsaw)

Sweden
' Judiska filmfestivalen i Gciteborg/The Jewish Film Festival in Gothenburg

(May, Gothenburg)
' Stockholms Judiska Filmfestival/Stockholm's Jewish Film Festival (May,

Stockholm)
' Bok och Bibliotek Judisk Kulturkonferens/Book and Library: Jewish

Cultural Conference (October, Gothenburg)
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